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Abstract—The constant and fast increase in the number of
heterogeneous Internet of Things (IoT) devices that populate
everyday life environments brings new challenges to the full
exploitation of the computation, memory, sensing, and actuation
resources associated to them. In this context, device virtualiza-
tion solutions and platforms may definitely play a key role in
enabling the desired tradeoff between flexibility and performance.
This paper focuses on lightweight virtualization technologies for
IoT devices, suitably thought to effectively deploy new integrated
applications and to create a novel distributed and virtualized
ecosystem. Two different frameworks for container-based IoT
service provisioning are compared, the one based on a direct
interaction between two cooperating devices and the other based
on the presence of a manager supervising the operations between
cooperating devices forming a cluster. In the latter case, account-
ing for the growing impetus to move intelligence toward the
edge of the network, management features are implemented at
the network access point to provide short latency responses.
We also introduce the outcomes of a thorough performance
evaluation campaign conducted via a real IoT testbed. The mea-
surements, performed by accounting for the constraints of typical
IoT nodes, shed light on the actual feasibility of container-based
IoT frameworks.

Index Terms—Container virtualization, Internet of Things
(IoT), multi-access edge computing, service orchestration.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN THE last years, the disruptive nature of the Internet of
Things (IoT) paradigm has revolutionized the smartness

of our surrounding environment [1]. The exponential growth
in IoT devices makes available plenty of resources for com-
putation, storage, sensing, and actuation. At the same time,
we are assisting to an increasing spread of relatively inex-
pensive general-purpose boards, such as Raspberry Pi [2],
which allow for easy deployments of a wide range of IoT
use cases. Hentschel et al. [3] described the early prototypal
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deployment of a campus-wide sensor network with advanced
features compared to traditional solutions, by using commodity
single-board devices.

The last few years have also witnessed a growing atten-
tion toward lightweight virtualization technologies, such as
Docker [4] and LXC [5] containers. These solutions allow for
an efficient deployment of virtualized services while requir-
ing a reduced overhead with respect to hypervisor-based
virtualization technologies [6]. Additionally, the opportunity
of exploiting containers for IoT resource-constrained devices
has been demonstrated in [7]. Container-based service pro-
visioning can provide several benefits to heterogeneous IoT
environments, allowing to deploy on-demand services accord-
ing to the nodes capabilities and to dynamically reconfigure
the operational behavior of devices. However, to fully exploit
the potential of IoT devices, new solutions are necessary to
simplify the management and provisioning of integrated IoT
applications.

In this paper, we aim at investigating container-oriented
operational frameworks for IoT. More specifically, we compre-
hensively investigate two different frameworks for container-
based IoT service provisioning: 1) pair-oriented, where two
cooperating devices can directly interact with each other and
2) edge-managed clustering, where a manager supervises the
operations among cooperating devices forming a cluster. In
this latter solution, the cluster manager is running on an
edge access point, thus providing both connectivity and fast
management response to the attached IoT devices.

Indeed, accounting for the momentum shown by multi-
access Edge computing [8] and Fog computing [9] paradigms,
which move intelligence toward the edge of the network, we
believe that management features implemented closer to the
end-user device is a key enabling feature for delay-sensitive
applications in smart IoT environments.

The main enquiry that underlies the research activity in this
paper is: How can lightweight virtualization and clustering
management features allow for fully exploiting the resources
offered by IoT devices in pervasive environments? Giving an
answer to this question implies to answer the following sub-
questions.

1) Which challenges must be tackled to effectively exploit
the resources offered by heterogeneous IoT devices?

2) Which control features should be implemented in the
involved devices?

3) Which management framework can better meet the man-
ifold requirements imposed by integrated and critical IoT
applications?
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Accordingly, in this paper, we thoroughly evaluate
container-based solutions in a real IoT environment. In par-
ticular, we adopt Docker containers to deploy heterogeneous
services on resource constrained IoT devices. Through the
setup of a real testbed, we assess the performance in terms of
power and resources consumption, with the aim of shedding
light on the actual feasibility of such emerging lightweight
virtualization approaches.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II browses the
related scientific literature to highlight the potential benefits
introduced by the use of container-based service provision-
ing. In Section III we provide a brief overview of enabling
virtualization technologies and point out the challenges
in resource-constrained IoT environments. The investigated
container-oriented solutions are introduced in Section IV.
Details on the implemented testbed and experimental results
are reported in Section V. Open research areas and conclusions
are drawn in Sections VI and VII, respectively.

II. RELATED WORK

The adoption of software-oriented solutions is one of the
most promising trends to address the challenges raised by
smart IoT environments. The majority of research activi-
ties have focused on improving IoT interconnectivity by
embracing software defined networking [10], [11]. The next
step is definitely the development of a virtualized ecosys-
tems for the provisioning of integrated applications over IoT
devices, so as to enable the so-called anything-as-a-service
paradigm [12].

To bridge the gap between the high-level requirements of
applications and the low-level hardware complexities of IoT
nodes, different middleware architectures have been proposed
over the last few years in WSN and IoT environments.
Research and industrial communities have particularly focused
on IoT middleware that not only guarantee a unified access to
data generated by IoT devices (such as sensing measurements)
but also give opportunities to easily reprogram the operational
behavior of IoT nodes. This increased level of flexibility can
enable novel IoT scenarios where: 1) on-demand service are
deployed according to the nodes capabilities; 2) information
exchange and task offloading among cooperating IoT nodes
is easily carried out to boost integrated IoT applications; and
3) distribution of IoT service instances is dynamically opti-
mized according to actual workload and IoT nodes capabilities.
Different solutions for resource constrained WSNs, leverag-
ing tiny virtual machines, have been developed [13]–[15], for
example, based on Java and Python execution environments,
to enable programming of sensor nodes and code mobil-
ity. However, these solutions are strictly dependent on the
underlying virtualization environment. Obviously, this aspect
limits the flexibility in application development and potentially
implies limiting code dependencies.

In this regard, lightweight virtualization solutions are gain-
ing great momentum as technological enablers of a dis-
tributed virtualization infrastructure supporting heterogeneous
IoT devices. Recent works have investigated the opportu-
nity to exploit nodes’ resources by implementing Docker

containers [7], [16]. Container-based service provisioning do
not show any strict dependence on a given technology, pro-
gramming language, or application domain, thus offering the
freedom of “develop once, deploy everywhere.” However, a
thorough analysis of methods for container-based application
provisioning, not only focusing on computation and storage
but also on sensing and actuation capabilities, is still miss-
ing. Furthermore, container-oriented management frameworks
have been designed by only referring to a Cloud data center
environment [17].

IoT platform-as-a-service (PaaS) [18] is emerging as a
paradigm complementary to distributed IoT middleware. An
exemplary IoT PaaS architecture, aiming at leveraging Cloud
models to enable efficient and scalable IoT service deliv-
ery, has been defined in [19]. Such a Cloud-based approach
may be limiting for nowadays applications, as IoT services
requirements are becoming very strict especially in terms
of latency and network traffic. To tackle these issues, next-
generation network architectures are increasingly considering
the multi-access Edge computing paradigm [8], [20] as a
means to extend Cloud computing processing capabilities
at the edge of the network, by introducing the concept of
Cloudlets. By distributing small data centers near to the
access points, such as femtocells, several benefits are pro-
vided in terms of reduced communication overheads, costs,
and latencies [21].

Closer to the IoT domain is Fog computing [9], a similar
paradigm intended to provide distributed Cloud environments
closer to physical devices and able to support delay-sensitive
IoT services such as real-time data analytics [22], [23].
Our container-based approach extends the current IoT PaaS
solutions toward the edge of the network. In particular, con-
tainer virtualization offers new potential benefits in terms
of cross-platform deployment, allowing a common execution
environment for Cloud, Edge/Fog nodes, and even constrained
devices. Indeed, the same container-virtualized instance can
efficiently run both at the Edge and in the Cloud. Furthermore,
containers can even run on devices characterized by limited
computational resources, such as Raspberry Pi. This fea-
ture guarantees a transversal interoperability that goes from
resource constrained devices up to Cloud architecture. A fur-
ther advantage introduced by containers is the possibility to
isolate, from the underlying system, all the processes run-
ning within a virtualized container. This feature promotes the
deployment of multitenant platforms, as the same hardware
can be shared among different tenants.

Indeed, the potential of emerging mobile Cloud comput-
ing (MCC) approaches [24], [25] cannot be underestimated.
According to MCC, nearby devices autonomously cooper-
ate to provide the desired services by mutually sharing their
resources.

Our envisaged clustering framework is complementary to
both Edge and Fog computing paradigms, since control
and management functions are implemented at the Cloud-
enhanced Edge nodes, whereas task execution is delegated
to IoT devices, whose distributed resources allow increas-
ing scalability. The idea of a resource coordinator elected
among the mobile nodes was proposed in [26] to manage the
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matching between application requests and device resources.
Habak et al. [27] proposed the refactoring of the Cloudlet
into a controller, which is in charge of configuring nearby
devices to provide collaborative computational services.
However, these works do not specifically tackle the hetero-
geneity of IoT devices, and do not consider any IoT virtual-
ization platform to effectively enable IoT task offloading.

III. ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES

Container-based virtualization solutions have gained great
popularity in recent years. They leverage some features of the
operating system kernel, i.e., namespaces and control groups
(cgroups). Linux namespaces isolate processes (i.e., contain-
ers) from each other, whereas cgroups allow for reducing the
resources, such as CPU, memory, and block device I/O, allo-
cated to each container. Compared to full and para-virtualized
approaches, OS-level virtualization (i.e., container virtualiza-
tion) is directly done in the kernel, thus guaranteeing better
performance [6].

Lightweight virtualization technologies introduce interest-
ing features, which make them extremely attractive in IoT
environments, such as: 1) fast creation and initialization of
virtualized instances; 2) high density of applications, thanks
to the small container images; and 3) reduced overhead, while
enabling isolation between different instances running in the
same host [28], [29].

In this paper, we use application-oriented Docker containers
for executing heterogeneous IoT applications. Docker func-
tionalities are based on an underlying container engine, the so-
called Docker engine, which is a lightweight containerization
technology that includes all the software components devoted
to the management of Docker containers. Furthermore, it
provides a functional APIs that allows for easily building,
management, and removal of a virtualized application. With
respect to system-level containers, e.g., OpenVZ and LXC,
application-oriented containers better cope with the microser-
vice architecture, which is considered the next big revolution
for IoT service deployment [30].

Container orchestration systems represent a core element to
ease the deployment and management of multiple container-
ized applications across a number of physical or virtual hosts,
especially for data center environment [28]. The most pop-
ular solutions are Kubernetes [31], Docker Swarm [32], and
Apache Mesos [33]. In this paper, we focus on Docker Swarm,
since is natively integrated with Docker distributions.

A Docker Swarm is a cluster of running Docker engines,
which leverage the management features provided by the
SwarmKit. Specifically, two different logical entities are
defined: 1) the manager node, which performs the orches-
tration functions required to maintain the desired state of
the swarm and dispatches units of work called “tasks” and
2) the worker nodes, that receive and execute tasks scheduled
by the manager. By default, manager nodes are also worker
nodes, but it is possible to configure managers to be manager-
only nodes. The agent notifies the current state of its assigned
tasks to the manager node, so that the manager can continu-
ously monitor the state of the cluster. Each node in the swarm

enforces transport level security mutual authentication and
encryption to secure its communications with all other nodes.

The standard Docker API, or any tool that already com-
municates with a Docker engine, can be used to implement
swarm management procedures, such as adding and remov-
ing nodes, as well as deploying services to the swarm and
managing service orchestration. While legacy Docker engine
issues container commands, Docker Swarm mode orchestrates
“services”, which are the definitions of the tasks to be exe-
cuted on the worker nodes. Indeed, a central structure of the
swarm system is the service concept, whose definition speci-
fies the container image to use and the commands to execute
inside the relevant containers, when a service is created. In
the case of replicated services, the swarm manager distributes
a specific number of replica tasks among the clustered worker
nodes based on the desired application requirements.

Although some of the objectives discussed above are
common to classic data center environment, IoT introduces
additional challenges that deserve specific attention.

1) Resource Constraints: IoT devices are typically char-
acterized by extremely reduced capabilities, thus
lightweight solutions become essential. Indeed, even if
VMs can also enable image-based management, VMs
are neither portable nor lightweight as containers. This
feature limits the adoption of a virtualization approach.
Docker containers seem to guarantee the appropriate
tradeoff in terms of flexibility and performance.

2) Heterogeneity: To effectively deploy varied services in
different IoT devices, a common resource abstraction
is essential. Docker engine provides the virtualization
features to exploit nodes capabilities in terms of compu-
tation, storage, and networking. Notwithstanding, further
activities should address sensing and actuation opera-
tions through appropriate container configuration.

3) Wireless Environment: IoT devices are usually
interconnected by wireless networks with likely
reduced bandwidth and highly variable channel quality.
Therefore, management solutions must be designed so
to reduce the control traffic, while avoiding network
bottlenecks.

4) Service Management Complexity: IoT applications can
be highly integrated. This requires the deployment of
several computing, sensing, and actuation operations
over multiple nodes. Hiding such an underlying com-
plexity in service provisioning is an undoubted key
feature to boost IoT application deployment. The capa-
bilities of an IoT client can be, indeed, extremely low
and moving the service management burden to a third-
party controller may result strictly necessary. However,
the introduction of an external controller can introduce
new challenges impacting on both delay and resource
consumption.

IV. CONTAINER-BASED IOT SERVICE

PROVISIONING APPROACHES

This paper aims at tackling the challenges described in
the previous section by leveraging Docker-based service
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Fig. 1. Workflow of the CPIS approach for clustered IoT environment.

provisioning in wireless resource-constrained IoT environ-
ments. In particular, to analyze and identify the impact of
Docker management, we consider two exemplary case stud-
ies, which are good representatives of a broad range of IoT
scenarios. In the first case, the client is a smart device able to
directly manage the activation of services by issuing control
commands to a collaborating IoT node. In the second scenario,
the client is extremely simple and fully relies on an exter-
nal manager node for service management operations, such as
activation/removal, status monitoring, etc. By taking as a refer-
ence these case studies, we have designed and developed two
different approaches to container-based IoT service provision-
ing: 1) pair-oriented mode, where two cooperating IoT devices
directly interact with each other and 2) edge-managed cluster-
ing mode, where a manager supervises the operations between
the cooperating devices forming a cluster. Both approaches are
based on Docker containers to deploy heterogeneous applica-
tions over IoT devices. In this paper, we assume that all nodes
belong to the same private user or public administration; this
allows to rely on a “trusted scenario” where services can be
safely offloaded to different nodes, according to application
criteria and devices‚ status. The found results can be easily
generalizable to a multiowner scenario by providing mecha-
nisms for trustworthiness and security control, which anyway
are out of the scope of this paper. The last, widely accept-
able, assumption is that all the involved nodes are under the
coverage of the same network access point, which can be rep-
resented by an Ethernet switch, a Wi-Fi access point, or a
cellular femtocell.

A. Container-Based Pair-Oriented IoT Service (CPIS)
Provisioning

According to this approach, management operations are
based on direct data exchanges between the involved devices.
To enable secure transmissions, all control data traffic is
exchanged over SSH communications. Indeed, in this paper,
we do not focus on scheduling algorithms to choose the best
candidate node for executing a specific task. Rather, we aim
to investigate on the required procedures to activate a con-
tainerized service and to enable the interaction between the
device requesting the task (i.e., the client) and the device actu-
ally executing the task (i.e., the server) in heterogeneous IoT
environments.

Fig. 2. Container-based architecture for clustered IoT environment.

Fig. 1 shows the basic workflow between a client and a
server to achieve container-based IoT service provisioning.
First, the client issues the command for task activation on the
server, which in turn executes the “containerized” service by
leveraging the local Docker engine. To guarantee the desired
interoperability in compliance with current IoT standards,
constrained application protocol (CoAP) is recommended to
define RESTful application interfaces [34], according to a
traditional client-server model.

Therefore, after the successful activation of the requested
container, interactions between client and server follow the
CoAP protocol rules. Once the desired task is completed, the
client can also issue the command to stop and remove the
container. In this approach, the entire control burden is del-
egated to the client, which has to comprehensively manage
the instantiation, monitoring, and removal of the instance.
Furthermore, the control requirements can be even increased
when interactions with multiple nodes are required, such as
in one of the following situations: 1) the IoT application is
composed by multiple modules (for example, with different
sensing requests); 2) the IoT client may be in charge of keep-
ing backup service, so to guarantee service continuity and
reliability even in case of node failure; and 3) the client can
need to scale up or down the service instances by accounting
for the resources of IoT nodes and the actual workload. To
sum up, this approach can ensure that fast management proce-
dures are achieved through the direct interaction between the
cooperating nodes, while all the control features for service
lifecycle are implemented in the client.

B. Container-Based Edge-Managed Clustering (CEMC)

According to this second approach, a container-oriented
orchestration system provides multiple features to: 1) ease
the deployment and monitoring of IoT services over multiple
nodes; 2) perform periodical service checking and resource
monitoring; and 3) implement replication and auto-scaling
policies. Similarly to the Docker Swarm framework, which
we use as a reference platform, we consider two different log-
ical nodes: 1) container-oriented edge manager (CEM) and
2) container-based IoT worker (CIW), whose features are
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presented in the remainder of this section. An exemplary sce-
nario is sketched in Fig. 2, where a CEM controls a cluster
of nodes, operating as CIWs and leveraging the virtualization
features provided by Docker engine to host containerized IoT
services.

1) Container-Oriented Edge Manager Features: In our
view, a predominant role has to be played by the network
access point. This latter operates as a manager of the clus-
tered devices, by both providing network connectivity and
orchestrating integrated IoT applications. Indeed, we believe
that network providers are in a predominant position to offer
new management services to their IoT customers, by lever-
aging on their capillary infrastructure and on the emerging
cloudification of the Edge networks [35].

The CEM is responsible to handle several cluster manage-
ment tasks.

• Maintaining the Cluster State: The CEM maintains an
up-to-date internal state of the entire swarm, account-
ing for the available resources offered by each associated
device and for all the services running within the clus-
ter. In a densely connected environment, multiple CEMs
can be deployed over different access points to guaran-
tee fault tolerance features. Indeed, Docker Swarm uses a
Raft implementation to maintain a consistent distributed
state of the cluster among multiple manager nodes.

• Service Scheduling: When a new service is requested,
the CEM needs to select the most appropriate nodes
to deploy the containerized applications, by matching
service requirements and available workers‚ resources.

• Service Monitoring: During the whole application lifecy-
cle, the CEM must monitor the status of relevant contain-
ers and, if some failures are detected, new instances must
be promptly activated, to guarantee the desired Quality of
Experience.

• Distributing Container-Based Application Images: To
store and distribute Docker images containing all the
applications code and dependencies, Docker has intro-
duced public/private Docker registries. The desired flex-
ibility is achieved by enabling the CEM to implement a
private registry, to share trusted images among the nodes
of the cluster.

2) Container-Based IoT Worker Features: CIWs are
devices running instances of Docker engine whose sole pur-
pose is to create, start, and stop containers. These devices
require an operating system, whose kernel supports container-
based virtualization. Some bootstrap code is necessary to
activate Docker in swarm mode, and to automatically join
the desired cluster. Once a CIW has joined the cluster, the
CEM can deploy containerized applications through the CIW’s
Docker engine. If the relevant Docker image is not locally
available, then the CIW’s Docker engine can retrieve it through
either a public Docker registry, i.e., the Docker hub, or a
private Docker registry running on the CEM.

CIWs can also operate as a proxy or gateway node for
extremely resource-constrained nodes, which do not support
container-based virtualization yet. In [36], gateways features
can be deployed on-demand via Docker containers, to provide
integration capabilities to sensor/actuation devices.

Fig. 3. Workflow of CEMC for clustered IoT environment.

In Fig. 3 an exemplary workflow of container-based edge-
managed clustering (CEMC) approach is sketched. After the
CEM receives a service requests, it performs the relevant
scheduling operation by identifying the device which can bet-
ter host the requested applications in the cluster. Then, the
CEM issues a command to launch the containerized task in
the selected CIW. When the container is running, the client can
send CoAP task request to the containerized CoAP server run-
ning on the CIW, which performs the desired logic operations
providing the output in a proper CoAP response packet.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Objective of our evaluation campaign is to assess the
performance of management and operational features of
container-based service provisioning in resource-constrained
IoT environments. In this thread, we focus on the analy-
sis of the centralized management introduced by the CEMC
approach with respect to the direct interactions envisaged by
the CPIS approach. Such an analysis results extremely use-
ful to service designers and engineers for the selection of the
most appropriate operational management, according to the
application requirements.

A further aspect to investigate is the impact of the used
network interface on the communication performance. In par-
ticular, in view of the emerging wireless edge IoT clustering
concept, this paper will assess the feasibility of deploying a
container-based solution not only in the presence of devices
connected through an Ethernet interface but also in case of
wireless connections.

A. Testbed Scenario

For our performance evaluation, we use the Raspberry
Pi 3 (RPi) board as an IoT representative of a broad family
of smart devices and appliances. Indeed, this board is mass-
produced, relatively inexpensive, and can be used for a wide
range of IoT applications. Not by chance, over eight million
RPi boards have been sold to date and have been increas-
ingly included in research and industrial works [3]. The RPi
device has a variety of interfaces for attaching hardware sen-
sor devices. Another key aspect that led us to its choice is
the RPi capability in efficiently managing virtualized applica-
tions by means of container technologies. The feasibility to
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execute Docker containerized services on top of an RPi has
been shown in [7].

In our experimental setup, an additional RPi provides
edge management functionality (in case of CEMC approach).
Although a workstation can perform management tasks as
well, we have chosen the RPi since its lightweight capabilities
are comparable to the limited resources of a generic network
access point, such as an Ethernet or a Wi-Fi switch. This way,
we demonstrate that even a low-power device can efficiently
manage the orchestration of tasks at the edge of the network.

As concern the network configuration in the container-based
pair-oriented IoT service (CPIS) modality, the two cooperat-
ing devices are interconnected through the same 100 Mb/s
Ethernet switch in the wired case, whereas they rely on an
ad-hoc Wi-Fi LAN (WLAN) created by the server node in the
wireless case. In the CEMC modality, both CEM and CIWs are
connected through a 100 Mb/s Ethernet switch (this because
the RPi having CEM role offers a single Ethernet interface and
is not able to interconnect multiple devices in a wired configu-
ration). In case of wireless configuration, an ad-hoc network is
managed by the CEM to provide connectivity to the clustered
devices.

From the software perspective, the operating system we
use is the image provided by Hypriot,1 which runs Raspbian
Jessie with Linux kernel 4.4.10. The Hypriot image provides a
lightweight environment optimized for the execution of Docker
container technologies, by also offering dedicated tools for
container orchestration like Docker Swarm. Our services are
currently implemented in Python, as this language is well
supported on the RPi and provides libraries for easily con-
necting to the various hardware interfaces required by sensors,
including interintegrated circuit bus, serial peripheral interface
bus, and GPIO pins. For the CoAP server implementation,
we use the txThings framework [37], which allows for a fast
deployment of CoAP-oriented applications in Python code.

Regarding the measurement tools, the Unix tool dstat [38]
is used to evaluate the resource usage of the device running
the CoAP server. Dstat is a versatile tool that allows for moni-
toring all the system resources instantly (e.g., CPU utilization,
system load, RAM usage, etc.). Furthermore, we measure the
power consumption of the RPi during the execution of dif-
ferent tasks by using a voltage meter (USB-1608FS-Plus),
which has a resolution of 16 bits. Indeed, since the RPi can be
charged via USB, by interrupting the power lines of the USB
connection and inserting a measurement shunt in the 5-V line,
it is possible to measure the power consumption produced by
the device, through indirect measure. The USB measurement
tool can simultaneously acquire data from up to eight devices.
This feature allows us to monitor the power consumptions
of all the devices involved in our scenario. The setup used to
investigate the performance of the CEMC approach in wireless
configuration is shown in Fig. 4.

B. Experimental Results

To demonstrate that container-based virtualization causes a
negligible performance degradation with respect to OS native

1[Online]. Available: https://blog.hypriot.com/

Fig. 4. Testbed environment for CEMC approach in wireless configuration.

TABLE I
POWER CONSUMPTION OF RPI IN IDLE STATE

service execution, for a broad range of IoT applications,
we have considered three different heterogeneous IoT tasks.
Before going through the analysis of the different scenarios, in
Table I we report the power consumption of the RPi measured
in Idle state, both for the Ethernet and Wireless configurations.
This value can be used as a benchmark to compare the RPi
power consumption during a task execution.

1) Computation Tasks: Offloading high computation-
demanding tasks is a typical operation of IoT devices. To
evaluate this use case, we consider generic-purpose applica-
tions with different computation complexity, so that the results
can be easily generalized to manifold scenarios, according to
the service requirements.

In particular, we implement a CoAP server exposing
resources to perform three different operations: 1) Average,
which computes the average of all the numbers provided in
input and its complexity is equal to O(n); 2) MergeSort, which
allows to order the list of numbers with a complexity equal to
O(n · logn); and 3) BubbleSort, which allows to order the list
of numbers with a complexity equal to O(n2).

We measure the response times for both OS-native and
Docker-based execution. The response time is measured by
considering the elapsed time interval from the instant when the
CoAP client begins to transmit the CoAP PUT request (includ-
ing the input random array of integer numbers) to the instant
when it retrieves the CoAP response. Each test is repeated
ten times and all the results are shown with a 95% confi-
dence interval. Fig. 5 shows the experimental response times
of the three operations for different input sizes (i.e., 1000
and 2000 integer numbers). An increase in the size of num-
ber array implies an increase in the response times for each
investigated operation. Furthermore, higher response times are
measured for the wireless connectivity with respect to the
wired networking.
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Fig. 5. Response times of computation tasks for different input sizes, comparing the native case to the Docker containerized services, in both Ethernet and
WLAN configurations.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. Average CPU utilization of (a) CEM and (b) device hosting the
CoAP server for different computation tasks.

We also analyze the CPU utilization of the involved devices
for the different algorithms. Fig. 6(a) reports the average CPU
utilization for the CEM, which performs orchestration fea-
tures in the CEMC mode. A further measurement campaign
has been finalized to analyze the resource performance on
the device hosting the containerized server CoAP accounting
for both CPIS and CEMC modes. Despite the background
management operation provided by the CEM to periodi-
cally monitor the server’s container status, the average CPU

Fig. 7. Comparison of CPU utilization of the device hosting the CoAP server
for different computation tasks in CPIS mode.

Fig. 8. Comparison of CPU utilization of the device hosting the CoAP server
for a computation use case accounting for both CPIS and CEMC modes.

utilization of the device is similar in both CEMC and CPIS
modes, as shown in Fig. 6(b).

To better characterize the performance of the investigated
approaches, in Fig. 7 we show the comparison of the instan-
taneous CPU utilization for the device hosting the CoAP
server, when accounting for different computation tasks in
CPIS mode. It can easily be observed that the heavier the
complexity of the task, the higher is the relevant CPU uti-
lization experienced by the node. Furthermore, in Fig. 8 we
report the instantaneous CPU utilization over the time interval
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 9. Power consumption (a) of the CEM, and (b) of the device hosting
the CoAP server for different computation tasks.

of 60 s. In particular, in this time interval we include the acti-
vation of the containerized CoAP server, the processing of the
computation task operation after the reception of the client
request, and the final removal of the container. In the CPIS
mode, the client itself sends the request to the RPi executing
the containerized CoAP server. Whereas, in the CEMC mode,
the CEM issues the command to start the container on the
CIW. Fig. 8 shows a similar trend for both approaches, with
peaks during the activation and removal of the container and,
obviously, during task execution. As a consequence, the addi-
tional management features provided by the CMEC approach
have a negligible impact on the average CPU utilization.

Fig. 9(a) depicts the average power consumption for the
CEM, which performs orchestration features in the CEMC
approach. As expected, the power consumption is almost equal
for all investigated computation tasks; whereas, the wireless
case shows a small increase (in the order of 8%) in this param-
eter compared to the wired case. Fig. 9(b) reports the average
power consumption of the device executing the containerized
CoAP server for both CPIS and CEMC modes. The reader can
observe that: 1) the power consumption smoothly increases
when considering algorithms with a higher complexity; 2) the
wireless configuration implies a higher power consumption
with respect to the wired case; and 3) the power consumption
in both CEMC and CPIS modes is similar.

To analyze the cost of the additional management proce-
dures introduced by the CEMC approach, we evaluate the
activation times of the container implementing the CoAP
server. The measured values, reported in Fig. 10, confirm that
the orchestration feature introduces a further delay in terms

Fig. 10. Activation times of Docker-based containers for different configu-
rations.

of activation times. In particular, for the CEMC we consider
three different network configurations: 1) Ethernet configura-
tion, where the CEM and the CIWs are connected through
a switch (this represents the default wired configuration for
the CEMC tests); 2) WLAN setup, where the CEM creates
the wireless ad-hoc network the CIWs are attached to; and
3) Ethernet no-switch, where an Ethernet cable is used to
directly connect the CEM to a single CIW (this configuration
is used only to test the activation times and to better character-
ize the network delays). The Ethernet no-switch case allows
for achieving a lower activation time in the CEMC approach
with respect to the WLAN case. The Ethernet case presents the
highest activation times due to the additional delay introduced
by the communications over the Ethernet switch.

To sum up, the experimental results can provide useful
guidelines in the choice of the container-based management
framework. For delay-sensitive application, the CPIS approach
can guarantee a lower delay by exploiting direct interaction
between requesting client and devices offering the IoT service.
On the other hand, the CEMC management causes a negli-
gible increase of resource consumption, and can better cope
with scenarios where clients are resource-constrained and IoT
application are highly integrated.

2) Sensing/Actuation Tasks: Sensing and actuation services
are the most distinctive features of smart IoT environments.
In our framework, to test sensing and actuation operations,
we exploit the GPIO interface provided by the RPi board.
This interface allows to interact with different sensors and/or
actuators. In this paper, six different sensors/actuators are
used to perform sensing tasks. Below, we report a more
detailed description about the functionality provided by each
considered sensor/actuator.

1) Laser Emitter: This module is able to emit laser beam,
which is widely used in several fields thanks to its good
directivity and energy concentration.

2) Active/Passive Buzzer: Buzzers are audio signalling
devices that can be categorized into active and passive.
An active buzzer has a built-in oscillating source, so it
will make sounds when electrified, whereas a passive
buzzer requires square waves with frequency between
2 and 5 KHz to drive it.

3) Sound Sensor: This component detects the sound inten-
sity in the surrounding environment and converts it into
electrical signals.
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Fig. 11. Average power consumption for sensing/actuation scenarios, in both Ethernet and WLAN configurations.

4) Photo-Resistor Module: A photoresistor is a light-
controlled variable resistor, i.e., its resistance exhibits
photoconductivity and decreases with increasing inci-
dent light intensity.

5) Flame Sensor: A flame sensor module consists of a
flame sensor, resistor, capacitor, potentiometer, and com-
parator LM393 in an integrated circuit. It can detect
infrared light with a wavelength ranging from 700 to
1000 nm. The far-infrared flame probe converts the
strength changes of the external infrared light into
current changes.

6) Humidity Sensor: The digital temperature and humidity
sensor DHT11 is a composite sensor that contains a cali-
brated digital signal output of temperature and humidity.
The technologies of a dedicated digital modules collec-
tion, as well as the temperature and humidity sensing
features, allow the product to ensure high reliability and
excellent long-term stability.

For this measurement campaign, the client sends a CoAP
PUT request for enabling sensing/actuation operation on the
CoAP server. Once that the sensor has been activated, the
CoAP client issues GET requests toward the server, to either
acquire the sensing value measured by the sensor or trigger
the actuation service. The GET requests are performed every
5 s within a time interval of 120 s. A final PUT request is sent
to turn the sensor off. Unfortunately, Docker Swarm does not
have support yet to activate containerized services that require
the permission to access modules via GPIO. Therefore, for this
use case, all the tests are performed by using the traditional
Docker mode, i.e., according to the CPIS approach.

In Fig. 11, we report the average power consumption of
the CoAP server for each used sensors. In particular, we can
note that the use of the passive buzzer involves a greater power
value since it requires square waves with a wide range of vary-
ing frequencies. Furthermore, the wireless networking requires
a higher power consumption with respect to the wired links.
This aspect can be clearly observed in Fig. 12, where the
different instantaneous power consumption of Docker-based
CoAP server for active buzzer are presented, accounting for
both wired and wireless networking. At the beginning and at

(a)

(b)

Fig. 12. Power consumption of the device running the Docker containerized
CoAP server for active buzzer in (a) Ethernet configuration and in (b) WLAN
configuration.

the end of the observed time interval, peaks of power con-
sumption are, respectively, due to the activation and stopping
of the relevant Docker container.

By inspecting the RPi resource usage during the exe-
cution of one of the sensing tasks (active buzzer), the
lightweight features of the overall operations can be observed.
In Fig. 13, although a peak in CPU utilization is reported at
the beginning for the container activation, during the remain-
ing part of the sensing operations the CPU utilization is,
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Fig. 13. CPU utilization of Docker containerized CoAP server for active
buzzer.

on average, extremely low, i.e., around 1.5%, with major
peaks corresponding to the processing of the CoAP GET
requests.

3) Video Analytics: The so-called Internet of Multimedia
Things is a novel paradigm, which envisages a multitude of
heterogeneous multimedia things able to interact and cooper-
ate with one another and with other entities connected to the
Internet, to facilitate video-based services globally available to
end-users [39]. This is why we also performed some measure-
ments in a test scenario in which a USB camera is directly
connected to the RPi.

In our testbed, the client performs a CoAP PUT request to
activate a video transmission. As soon as the camera (with
native resolution equal to 1920×1080) is activated, the video
content is encoded in mp4v format, and transmitted through
HTTP protocol with a bit-rate of 5 Mb/s. We monitor the
performance of the CoAP server during a live streaming ses-
sion lasting two minutes. To make our scenario more realistic,
we consider that ten clients require the video content; these
clients are executed in the client RPi.

To also evaluate video processing operations we perform
basic video analytics. In particular, a filter of motion-detection
is applied to the video content before being transmitted. In
another scenario, we apply additional transcoding operation:
the video resolution is reduced from 1920×1080 to 320×240
and the bit-rate from 5 Mb/s to 400 kb/s. The overall transcod-
ing process can be considered a heavy workload for the RPi,
which in turn generates a higher resource usage, if compared
to the Sensing/Actuation tasks. By measuring the maximum
system load during the execution of the aforementioned tasks
(Fig. 14), we observe that the heaviest system load occurs
when the motion-detection filter is applied to the video con-
tent and the transmission rate is set at 5 Mb/s. Furthermore,
we observe that there is a slight system load increment for
the wireless case, and that the transmission bit-rate affects the
system load. In fact, even if a motion detection filter is applied,
the system load with a transmission rate equal to 400 kb/s is
also lower than the base case.

Fig. 15 shows the average power consumption of the
RPi server, for the three different cases considered in the
video analytics scenario. In particular, the operation with
active motion detection and maximum resolution is the

Fig. 14. Max system load of Docker containerized video services with/out
motion detection (MD) filter.

Fig. 15. Average power consumption of Docker containerized video services
with/out motion detection (MD) filter.

most power consuming. The wireless environment implies a
small increase in power consumption with respect to wired
connectivity.

VI. OPEN RESEARCH AREAS

This paper has highlighted that container-based orchestra-
tion represents a promising solution to create smart virtualized
IoT environments. Nonetheless, we believe that the following
features deserve further investigation.

1) Mobility: Several use cases consider mobile IoT nodes,
which involve a highly time-varying network cluster
topology. This can introduce strictly timing requirements
in terms of cluster creation and joining, to allow task
offloading in a short time interval. Furthermore, mobil-
ity introduces two further issues: a) to keep the latency
response time short, the CEM may be migrated across
different access points, so to be as close as possible to
the controlled nodes and 2) the CIWs belonging to the
same private/public entity can be deployed under dif-
ferent Edge nodes. In the latter scenario, a distributed
management system composed by multiple synchronized
CEMs, running on different network access points, is a
promising solution to investigate.

2) Intercluster Service Provisioning: In [40] the advan-
tages introduced by federations of multiple IoT clusters
at the edge of the network has been clearly high-
lighted. Therefore, in the next future it will be interesting
to evaluate the interaction among CIWs belonging to
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different clusters that cooperate in providing integrated
IoT services.

3) Semantic Interoperability: In some IoT contexts—
such as smart buildings, smart farms, and so on—the
interoperability among different devices can be achieved
at the gateway. In [41], the architecture of a gateway
able to manage semantic features and to act as an end-
point for the presentation of data to users has been
proposed. To provide the desired interoperability, our
CEM should be able to appropriately enable interactions
between different semantic-based IoT clusters.

4) Security: Sharing IoT devices with their relevant
resources introduces additional security issues. These
will require novel lightweight authentication and trust-
worthy mechanisms, which need to be integrated with
container-based solutions. Furthermore, specific virtual
networking schemes should be considered to appropri-
ate manage the sensitive traffic flows among multicluster
IoT environments.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we evaluated container-based solutions for
IoT service provisioning. In particular, we considered two pos-
sible operational frameworks: 1) CPIS, which enables direct
interactions between devices and 2) CEMC, which introduces
a management functionality at the edge of the network to ease
the supervision of surrounding devices.

Our analysis in a real testbed demonstrated that lightweight
virtualization allows to execute a broad range of IoT applica-
tions in both wireless and wired networks while enabling the
desired abstraction level. Furthermore, the orchestration frame-
work introduces negligible overhead for small IoT cluster in
terms of resource consumption and service activation times,
while the advantages in terms of manageability and scalabil-
ity are remarkable. Finally, a list of promising research areas
has been drawn to provide useful guidelines for future works.
In the next future, we will address our research toward the
evaluation of scalability of the investigated solutions, when
accounting for both the impact of multiple containers running
on the same device and for an increasing number of devices
in the testbed environment.
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